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Introduction

Are you wondering how on earth you are going to accomplish
Christmas this year? How you are going to find the money?

Look no further. Forget everything you have ever known – ever
done – for Christmas up to now, and certainly don’t think of spending
a single penny – well, only a very few anyway. The true meaning and
magic of Christmas isn’t anything to do with what you receive, spend,
eat or drink – it begins with how you look at life and appreciate - make
the most of - everything that comes your way. It is founded upon how
you relate to and interact with the people around you – loved ones,
neighbours, strangers, the person looking back at you from the mirror.

My suggestions here are not meant as a definitive answer but to
help give you ideas of celebrating alternatively. Adapt these and have
lots of your own ideas as well.

It isn’t what you do or don’t do that matters, rather it is the thought,
effort and love which you put into it that really counts. Ingenuity is key
to many of my suggestions. It is your time, thought and effort which is
the true gift and worth much more than any expensive present or card.

Trust me – this ‘magic’ really works!

With my Love,

Gillian

North Wales, 15th November, 2022
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To Begin With: Co-Operation or Coercion

Don’t try to go it alone. Don’t attempt to accomplish miracles by yourself.
 Long before you reach Christmas, have a chat to your family –
grandparents, siblings, older children – and really lay it on the line for
them. This year things are going to have to be different, but with
everyone’s co-operation and help, it can be just as much fun – if not
better than usual. Ask them for their help - not for their money, but for
their time, energy and co-operation.
 Make it understood that this is not an option. Ask them for their
own alternative ideas and suggestions - even constructive criticism – but
make it plain that awkwardness, grumps and sulks will not be tolerated
– and that applies to the older generations as well as the youngsters.
 One very valid reason to give everyone is that you are trying
something different to help to eliminate all the unnecessary
consumerism and combat global warming – which is absolutely true, we
do need to change our ways – but it is also a pretty irrefutable justification
for such  radical action - even quite young children will understand some
aspect of this and can be brought into the organisation and planning as
having good social conscience as well as being fun, family activity.
 Everyone knows that a good proportion of the population of the UK
(and other places as well) are having a very difficult time. There is no
shame in not being able to simply pay for all your treats and
entertainment this year, while so many of us are struggling to be able to
provide even the most basic needs.
 In searching for an alternative, you might just discover something
infinitely better.
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Things You Might Find Useful

● A set of coloured pens

● Gold spray paint

● Glitter

● Glue

● Reel of dark cotton

● White paper

● Gardener’s twine or string

● Scissors

● Pencil

● Pen

● Candles – four for Advent – or more if you so choose

● Paper doilies

● Red, green orange and yellow food colouring

● Cloves

● Cinnamon
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Adventure Into Advent

Advent is made up of the last four Sundays before Christmas Day – and
the days in between, if you wish to indulge in an Advent calendar.
 One of the ways to take some of the intense excitement and pressure
off Christmas Day is to spread activities and milder excitement across
some of the time before and after Christmas.
 Why not celebrate the four Sundays of Advent, usually marked by
the lighting of one candle on the first Sunday, two on the second
Sunday, and so on, so that the light appears to grow stronger the closer
we get to Christmas.

Advent Wreath

You can make your own Advent wreath from a hoop of young willow
(or a re-formed metal coat-hanger) with sprigs of evergreenery and
some of last year’s Christmas baubles tied to it. Stand it on a tray with
four candles (safely stuck in some kind of holders) inside the ring.

Alternatively, fill a bowl with water and arrange evergreens – like holly
– and some smaller Christmas baubles in it and stand four candles in
secure holders around the outside.

Advent Sundays

Each Sunday, wait until the daylight has almost faded, switch off any
electric lights and come together around the wreath to light the
appropriate number of candles. Sing some carols - words are easily
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found on-line or in books at your local library. Make it extra special by
serving mugs of hot chocolate – or mulling some spiced fruit juice.

Alternative Advent Calendar

Think up twenty-four various activities which everyone in your
family/household/place of work can participate in, then write them
down on individual pieces of paper, fold them up and seal them shut.
Write a number on the outside of each sealed paper using from one to
twenty-four. You can then hang then on a little twiggy branch in a vase
or glass jam jar and call it your ‘Advent Tree’; use a synthetic tree you
already possess; or simply thread a length of cotton through each paper
and tie them to a length of ribbon or wool. If you put your Christmas
Tree up before the beginning of December, you might even wish to
hang them there. Alternatively, you can hide the papers around one
room (or the whole house!). Then everyone takes it in turn each day to
find the appropriate number for that date in December and carry out
the instructions they read there.      – for example:

1. Tell three Christmas jokes

2. Organise a torch-lit walk after dark

3. Organise a game for everyone to play

4. Encourage everyone to share what they most like about this
time of year

5. Organise everyone to go carol singing

6. Find a Christmas Poem or story and read it aloud

7. organise a Christmas quiz
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Arrange a discussion about activities for everyone to enjoy together
over the Christmas/Midwinter period and make a list of potential
suggestions and ideas.

You know your children/family/friends so tailor your suggestions to
best suit what they might enjoy/be interested in. With my own family,
we do this the day before so that if any preparations need to be made,
that person has some prior warning!

The whole object is to bring people together, learn to organise/provide
treats for others, have a bit of fun and spread the excitement and
anticipation.
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Christmas Decorations

Perhaps a word of explanation is needed here. Most of our seasonal
decorations – as are most of our Christmas traditions - are based on
very old beliefs and customs. We decorate our houses with evergreenery
because it was thought that these plants were special – almost magical
– they didn’t drop their leaves or ‘die’ in winter and held the spirit of
green growth until the spring returned. So, people brought a branch
or spray into their house at Midwinter to protect the living green spirits
contained within from the worst of the winter weather and kept it
sheltered until the spring returned – I still remember when I was a child,
old ladies only taking down their holly in time to burn it beneath the
pans they were cooking their Shrove Tuesday pancakes in.
 Hopefully, you already have some decorations put away from
previous years which you can utilise in this year’s display.
 For economy’s sake, keep away from lots of electrically powered
decorations.
 Whatever lights you choose, place them to best advantage.
 If you have a synthetic Christmas tree you should be okay.
 If you are unfortunate enough to have absolutely nothing, ask a
neighbour or friend with a garden if you can have some sprays of
evergreen – holly, ivy, bay, fir – and hold them together in some kind
of container of water (glass jam jar, vase, decorated plastic bucket) or
use a few small sprays/branches from any tree and decorate just as you
would a Christmas Tree.
 Decorations can be natural, especially if you begin to collect them
early enough in the autumn or even in the summer – gather a small bag
of pine cones, beech masts, alder masts acorn cups and the like on
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summer and autumn walks, leave them out in the sunshine on a warm
windowsill to thoroughly dry off and then put away until nearer to
Christmas.
 These can then be sprayed with gold or silver paint, or have glitter
applied to them – aim to do about half of what you have and leave the
rest natural. They can all be hung up on a tree on very thin wire or
cotton.

Pop corn and string it on lengths of cotton to garland the tree as the
Americans do.

Get the children to cut out small paper snowflakes from sheets of white
paper to also hang on the tree.

Use just one set of lights – coloured or plain – can be very effective.

Some sprays of evergreenery or trails of ivy, a few large pine-cones and
a couple of candles can really scent a room and set the scene. Just
remember that evergreens remain ever-green because their leaves are
filled with natural oils and are therefore highly inflammable!

NOTE: When collecting anything from the natural world, be very
aware of what you are doing. Never take a lot of anything – these trees
are some creatures’ homes. Do not gather too many nuts or masts –
they are winter stores and food for birds and animals. Do not spoil or
injure a tree or bush by cutting carelessly or taking too much.

ALSO, get the land-owner’s permission!
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Candles

The main message of Christmas is the importance of light and heat and
the rebirth of the Light and return of the springtime. Candles are a
lovely way to portray this fact and make one of the best decorations for
Christmas, but they do cost money and eventually burn away.

The upside to this is that half a dozen candles left burning for an hour
or so will begin to heat a room – so it may be a festive way of helping
to warm yourselves up!

WARNING:  never leave a candle burning without an adult in the room.
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Christmas Cards

There are lots of packets of nice but cheaper cards to buy on the high
street, but the aim is not to spend anything at all.
 Cutting the front of last year’s Christmas cards and sticking them
on sheets of card folded in the middle to form new ones is one
suggestion. But then you have to buy the card and also envelopes and
the postage can add up alarmingly.
 If you have a computer, or access to one, why not write a nice newsy
cheery Christmas letter to friends and loved ones and simply email it
to them? You can add photos of yourself or family. If the recipients like
it enough they can always print it out at their end to keep. I am not
talking about the dreaded ‘round robin’ letter here, but a genuine
message to the person you are sending it to – even if it is only a few
lines.
 Christmas messages can also be typed or hand-written on plain
paper and given in person or posted through doors within walking
distance. It is the warmth and feeling behind the words which is truly
important here.
 Why not post one early to a neighbour – perhaps someone you
don’t know very well – and also invite them to join you for a coffee or
for one of your Advent Sunday carol singing sessions. Even if they don’t
accept, it is always lovely to be asked, but many people are very lonely
and your invitation in place of a seasonal card might mean more to them
than you can ever know – and after all, extending love and hospitality
is demonstrating the true meaning of Christmas.
 Alternatively, depending on how many free minutes you have left
on your phone, give someone a call to wish them a happy Christmas,
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have a few minutes chat with them and really connect with short but
absolute quality time.
 Along the same lines, send a free text – or perhaps several over the
Christmas period - so that the recipient feels remembered, valued,
included and appreciated. Again, it is your time, thought and effort
which is the real gift.
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Alternative Gifts

Pledge Box

Decorate a cardboard box, seal it up with glue or Sellotape and cut a slit
in the top or one side – like a post box.

Instead of buying presents to give on Christmas morning, allow
everyone to think of what they can do for the person they want to give
a gift to, then suggest that they write it on a piece of paper – this can
be embellished with drawings or designs or rolled up like an important
scroll and tied around with ribbon – write the person’s name on the
outside and post it into the box.

The aim of these promises/pledges is to make someone/everyone’s life
easier/pleasanter

Suggested Pledges

Younger Children:

○ Tidy their rooms once a week without having to be reminded

○ Take out the rubbish or recycling

○ Help wash up after a meal every day for a week/month

○ Bring mum and dad a cup of tea in bed each Sunday morning.
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Older Children:

○ Walk the dog every day for a month

○ Put away the shopping every week until Easter

○ Clean the car every week for x number of months

○ Do the vacuuming for x number of weeks or months

Adults:

○ Arrange one evening a week/month to spend together – or any
other form of quality time

○ Clean the bathroom once week

○ Arrange an activity for all the family (like a country walk, visit to
the park or winter picnic)

○ Arrange an activity for your partner – like a guilt-free day in bed
with meals served on a tray!

Friends & Neighbours:

○ Help with shopping

○ Help with chores and jobs around the house or garden

○ Baby-sitting

○ Inviting them to your home for coffee or to share a meal

For People Further Away:

promise to give them a call or write to them every
week/fortnight/month for a designated length of time promise to text
a parent or sibling every day for a month
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Other Ideas

Buy things which you know people are going to need – like toiletries,
or stationary and office supplies if they are students or even just school
children.

◌ Limit the amount which a family or group of friends spend on each
other – for instance, all agree to spend no more than £1 or £3… or
50p or 75p.

◌ Give things which the recipient – including children - can use:

◌ Put together a knitting basket, sewing basket, models to make,
jigsaws, games to play together, books which can be read aloud,
gardening tools and packets of seeds, your own family recipes
written out in a smart little notebook, kitchen utensils and basic
ingredients to make biscuits or a cake along with a recipe.

Note: no electronic devises here – keep it simple, cheap and
worthwhile – even if this means joining in with your child or
relative/friend and helping them to ‘use’ their gift in an encouraging
and fun way – again, adding your time, effort and company to the
gift.

Other simple but not so economical gifts might be an album of pictures
of the family from earlier years, or just this past year; a single photo of
yourself or group of family/friends properly framed – very personal
things which money alone cannot buy.
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Wrapping Paper

It isn’t what you do or don’t do that matters, rather it is the thought,
effort and love which you put into it that really counts. Ingenuity is key
to many of my suggestions.

There are two very cheap possibilities when it comes to wrapping up
your gifts:

1. Save the pale brown paper which comes as packing in boxes,
smooth it out with a cool iron and keep it somewhere clean until
you need to use it.

2. Use sheets of newspaper – they may also be ironed flat but be
aware that the newsprint tends to come off very easily.

Buy a large ball of green garden twine to tie your parcels up with and
then decorate eat parcel by inserting a sprig of holly, fresh rosemary or
bay into the bow or a sprig of fir through the fastenings.
 Alternatively, you – or your children – can draw designs on the
brown paper with coloured pens.
 This is not only very cheap to do, it is good for the environment
too as it involves recycling and whatever you use can then be recycled
again or composted once your gifts have been opened.
 There are lots of extra ways you can embellish such parcels using
tinsel and paper doilies and other colourful decorations, but as this
booklet is about spending as little as possible, I won’t go into those here.
 If you go down the route of writing pledges, you can always decorate
them as intricately or lavishly as you wish – even if it is only the outside
of the envelope.
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Christmas Crackers

The cheap easy way out is to buy the lowest priced box of crackers
you can find. Carefully open one end of each cracker and insert a
better gift and possibly a couple more jokes and fasten the crackers up
again.
 Making your own crackers is great fun – and the children can
help too – but it takes a little financial outlay to buy in the cracks,
crepe paper or wrapping paper, hats, gifts, etc.
 If you want to go down this route and produce your own crackers
for a cheaper but very much more up market occasion – and you can
make crackers for any celebration or time of year – then I strongly
advise you to do so. (Instructions on how to make crackers can be
found in my book ‘Merry Midwinter’ available from Amazon.)
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Impertinent Questions

Alternatively, in each place at table, set out a couple of ‘impertinent
questions’ written on coloured paper and sealed with a little tape or
glue. Everyone is encouraged to ask their neighbour one question and
throw the second question open to the whole gathering. This is a good
way of breaking the ice between strangers or getting different
generations talking to each other and can generate a great deal of
discussion and hilarity.

From those appropriate for younger children to the more dubious for
adults, questions such as:

○ What is your favourite colour?

○ What is your favourite food/meal?

○ What do you enjoy most at school?

○ How would you like to spend your perfect birthday?

○ What animal would you most like to have as a pet?

○ Which uncertainty in our world would you most like to know
for sure?

○ What is the worst present you have ever been given?

○ what would be your perfect job?

○ Which classic car would you like to drive one day?
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○ If you were going to have cosmetic surgery, which part of
your body would you change?

○ If you could save one thing that you own from a fire, what
would it be?

○ Which famous person would you most like to spend an
evening with?

○ With whom would you like to visit a nudist beach?

I am sure that you get the idea and that you can probably think of many
more questions of your own!

Christmas Hats

To keep family and guests quietly occupied while you finish prepping
the Christmas Dinner, get them to make a festive a hat – as outrageous
or decorative as they wish – using sheets of newspaper for the main
structure, glue, stapler or Sellotape to fix it in place and ready-made
coloured Christmas bows (the kind you can buy lots of in a bag for 99p)
and cut up tufts of tinsel – or anything else you can think of, budget
allowing.
 The trick is that everyone makes a hat, not for themselves, but for
somebody else. It is surprising how inventive and ingenious folk can
be!
 This is very useful if you aren’t having ordinary crackers with hats
supplied. Can also be used as a starter to any party for children or adults
alike.
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Christmas Eve

◌ Try to avoid leaving everything till the last minute.

◌ If at all possible, as in the Germanic/Scandinavian tradition, try
to make something special of Christmas Eve. Aim to have most
of your preparations done by late afternoon/teatime and sit
down with a plate of mince pies and cups of tea, coffee or
chocolate.

◌ As a family, we save all our Christmas cards in a cardboard ‘post
box’ and open them all together at this time, sharing the
pictures, messages and letters which come with them. Then we
decorate the room with the cards – together. (That is the
important word here – together.)

◌ Find a carol concert to listen to on the radio.

◌ Open just one present each.

◌ Hang your stockings up – and make a bit of a ceremony of it
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Mother’s Night

In older tradition, the evening of Christmas Eve is known as ‘Mother’s
Night’ so perhaps this is a good time for everyone to remember their
mother – give her a call, give her a hug, give her a break by allowing
her to sit down with her feet up while everyone else finishes off any
last-minute preparations.
 If the mother in question has passed away, a little time spent in
loving remembrance at this special time might be a good idea – keep it
positive and happy if you can. If children are involved, get each talking
about their happiest (Christmas) memory of mum - good to keep her
memory alive.
 If the topic of ‘mothers’ is a difficult one, perhaps a few minutes of
thought and genuine forgiveness might not come amiss.
 If you can afford it, light a candle, pour a glass if wine, and spend a
little quality time with yourself.
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Christmas Lunch or Dinner

One way to cut the costs as well as the time and effort of making your
Christmas Lunch or Dinner is to invite family and/or friends and get
everyone to volunteer to provide a dish for the meal. One person can
bring the sprouts and carrots, someone else can provide a
turkey/chicken/chicken portions, another can provide the Christmas
pudding, another the white sauce and brandy butter, while a fifth person
can supply a block of cheese and cream crackers, and so on.
 On all occasions, be daring and think outside the box. No matter
how outrageous your ideas, make them appear innovative, exciting and
fun.
 Some people do not have a large enough table – or any table – at
which to host a Christmas meal. So, eat it on the floor, oriental style.
Move all the furniture back and make as much space as possible. Lay a
tablecloth or clean, ironed sheet on the floor in the centre of the room.
Decorate it with sprigs of evergreenery if you can lay your hands on
some, (holly, bay, ivy, etc.), or intertwine some lengths of tinsel among
the serving dishes or plates and stand two or three candles in the middle
ready to light. Don’t forget to set out your home-made crackers as well
which all adds to the decoration.  Have a cushion for each person to sit
on or ask them all to bring one of their own. You will find that it doesn’t
really matter where you all sit – food will be enjoyed, crackers pulled
and jokes told, silly hats will be worn and – certainly where youngsters
are concerned, the unusual circumstances will add to the event.

Note: elderly people will probably need to sit on a chair.
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Christmas Dinner Menu

Roast chicken portions

Sausages cooked in oven – some wrapped in bacon as pigs in
blankets.

*Sage and onion stuffing

*Bread sauce

Sprouts - with chestnuts and bacon optional

Carrots

Boiled potatoes

Roast potatoes

Roast parsnips

*Gravy

Christmas Pudding

*White sauce

*Rum or brandy butter

*Mince pies

*Almond petit fours

*Candied orange peel dipped in dark chocolate

Monkey nuts
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Tangerines

*Recipes found at end of booklet.

The cost of this meal for four comes to £19.75 – this doesn’t include the
cost of the fuel to cook it.
 The ingredients could also be pared down a lot more, leaving out
the almond petit fours and candied peel for instance, although if you
make these things yourself it is vastly cheaper than buying them and
you have extra to give away as gifts, saving on your present-buying bill.
 There will also be chicken left over – and possibly roast sausages –
for another meal – and the frame of the bird will then boil up with the
bits of meat left over to make soup.

Parlour Games

Some of the old-fashioned parlour games are some of the simplest and
best for bringing people of all ages together – save the cosy seasonal
film as a last resort for when everyone is too exhausted to do anything
else!

Hunt the thimble – or anything else which is tiny!

Consequences

Charades

Lexicon

Set a youngster to search on line or go to the library and look for books
of after dinner games or games with cards.
 And, of course, there are plenty of board games, old and new.
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Pantomimes

If one of your seasonal treats is a visit to a pantomime and this year
money is too tight to stretch to theatre tickets, get everyone involved
in acting out a pantomime of their own. Provide a couple of scarves
and shawls, some old clothes and a few black bin bags and – yes, you
guessed it – newspapers and see what everyone can come up with.
 Makeup can be utilised from any old ends of lipsticks, eyeshadows
etc. – or face-paints if your children have any in their toy box.
 If older children are willing to help, a simple script of actions rather
than set dialogue can be achieved.
 For future activities, you might want to consider getting together
a dressing up box containing cast off garments which are adaptable for
many uses – like a plain black dress – on which things can be sewn or
painted or glued.
 Chairs for guests of honour – you – and refreshments for the
interval can also be added to give the proceedings authenticity.
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Bring & Share Parties

The same principle can be applied to any gathering.
This is a simple, effective and very economic way of throwing a party.
 Everyone who is invited brings a bottle of something to drink (and
that can include fruit squash or home-made wine) and something to
eat. It might help to have an idea of roughly who intends to bring what,
or you might end up with ten family-sized packets of crisps and a plate
of sandwiches.
 Apart from providing the light and heat for the room(s) you are
going to hold your party in, you only have to provide one bottle and
one plate or bowl of something to eat.
 A good way of disguising third rate cheaper plonk (or making a
non-alcoholic seasonal beverage for the kids or those who may be
driving) is to mull two or three bottles of wine or cartons of fruit juice
with a little extra added sugar, and some spices like cinnamon, cloves
and ginger – you can even dilute the mixture a little with some water
– heat it all up  - cut slices of an apple or orange to float on top are
optional - and serve in the pan it has been heated in or a heat-proof
glass bowl. The scent is wonderful and immediately puts everyone in
mind of true Christmas celebration.
 Perhaps you might be stuck for something new to wear for a party:
 Try decorating a dress with tinsel around the neckline and cuffs or
sew a cheap (but pretty!) Christmas decoration onto the garment like
a seasonal corsage – perhaps have something matching to go in your
hair.

Similarly, if you have kept Christmas hats or sweaters from previous
years, see if you can refurbish them with tinsel, glitter, decorations. If
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you can afford a pound or two, how about attaching a small set of
battery-operated lights and really setting a trend?
 Or, if it is your party, why not make it a pyjama party and have
everyone come in their Christmas P.J.s (decorated appropriately or not)
– what could be better for feasting at floor level if you decide to go down
that route?

BASICALLY, scale everything down so that no one is left out or shown
up in any way. Be outspoken about what you are doing – say straight
out that everyone is having a tight time so let’s do something really
different – who can be the most inventive, the most original, the most
hilarious or outrageous?

Keeping the Celebrations Going

It is more than likely that by the time Christmas day is over and done
with, you want nothing more than to go to bed for a week… but the
anti-climax after the 25th December can sometimes be terribly
depressing for all concerned and real sadness can set in.
 The best thing to do is to allow everyone to come down off ‘cloud
nine’ gradually. Most of us celebrate new year – we do it by watching
the New Year’s Day concert from Vienna on the morning of the 1st
January and having an extra special ‘brunch’ afterwards – but there are
lots of other simple things you can do.
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Useful Recipes
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Meat Course

If you choose to have a chicken for your Christmas dinner, please bear
in mind that some supermarkets are selling two chickens – 1.4 kg fowl
for £8 – you could cook two in the same oven and freeze one to have
cold with meals such as chips, curry, sandwiches, etc, or another hot
gravy dinner – but with only one use of the oven.
 Gammon joints weighing 750 g are also available for £4.25 and I
would suggest that you get one of those too and bung tit in the oven
with the two chickens – use sliced cold with salad, chips, sandwiches,
savour rice, Spanish omelette, etc – see my other free booklet ‘Eat Cheap’
for lots of recipes and ideas.

Vegetables

Much cheaper frozen vegetables can be made very palatable by not
over-cooking them and then, just before serving, tossing them in some
butter and grating freshly ground black pepper over them.
 If only roasting one chicken/joint of meat, use a full-sized roasting
tin so that you will be able to fit some potatoes and parsnips around it
and cook altogether.

Sage & Onion Stuffing

Peel and finely chop the onion, then simmer it in a little seasoned
water until soft, add 1 - 2 teaspoons dried sage. Break the bread up
small and mash all together. Can be served as it is – or used to stuff
bird if you are leaving it whole – or place in small heat-proof dish and
cook in oven.
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Bread Sauce

Ingredients

Onion
Cloves
Breadcrumbs
Butter
Milk
Salt and peppermint

Method:

Stick six cloves into a peeled onion and simmer gently in water until
soft.

Remove onion from liqueur, remove cloves from onion and discard,
and chop/mash onion finely.

Return onion to liquor in pan, add breadcrumbs, a goodly knob of
butter, a shake of salt and pepper and enough milk to make a soft but
not too sloppy consistency; can also add a little cream.

Stir altogether and bring back to simmer for a few minutes being careful
not to let it stick.

Serve hot or cold – particularly tasty with sausages.

Note: can be made before hand and either kept in fridge or frozen until
required.
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Gravy

When chicken has cooked, lift out onto hot plate to rest. Pour fat and
juices from the roasting tin into a pan and add 60 – 80 g flour and mix
into fat. This can also be done in the roasting tin so that you get every
last bit of deliciousness but can be a little messy to clean afterwards!
When the vegetables are cooked, drain the water off into the gravy pan
and mix with fork or balloon whisk thoroughly. If gravy is a bit pale,
you might need to add a little gravy browning.

Christmas Pudding

You can make your own, but this is one of the very few things which
it is cheaper – and much easier – to buy ready done – and it tastes just
as good!
 A 400 g Christmas pudding from Morrisons costs just £2 – or an
800 g pudding £4 – I would advise getting the larger of the two and
saving half of it for another meal – only one lot of cooking – will keep
for a week or more well-wrapped in the fridge or on a cool larder shelf.

White Sauce

Traditionally, Christmas pudding is served with a sweet white sauce
made from sugar, milk and butter thickened with corn flour.

To Make

50 g butter, melted in pan.
Three heaped tablespoons corn flour mixed into the melted butter.
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½ pint milk and ½ pint water added to mixture and stirred until
combined.

Two tablespoons sugar stirred into mixture until also dissolved.

Bring to boil to ensure that flour has burst, stirring all the while, and
simmer for a couple of minutes.

NOTE: You can get away with very little butter or milk, especially if
you are going to serve rum or brandy butter with the pudding as well.

Rum or Brandy Butter

Ingredients

1 lb sugar
½ lb fresh butter
1 small glass rum or brandy
Nutmeg and cinnamon to taste, (a wee sprinkling nutmeg, ½ teaspoon
cinnamon)

Method

Beat the butter by hand, beat in the sugar, then the rum, nutmeg and
cinnamon. Put into one large basin and smooth the top*.

In Cumberland, a bowl of rum butter was always prepared before the
coming of a baby. It was offered to visitors and a small piece was put in
the baby's mouth as its first taste of earthly food.

*Much smaller amounts of this can be made. However, filling small
decorative jars and adding pretty labels and covers makes this a very
easy gift to make for friends and neighbours.
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Christmas Cake

Ingredients

6 oz butter
6 oz brown (or white) sugar
12 oz self raising flour
4 eggs, beaten
4 oz candied peel, chopped
2 oz walnuts, chopped
2 oz glace cherries, rolled in a little flour (to prevent them from sinking)
and cut into quarters.
1 tablespoon black treacle
1 lb raisins
1 lb sultanas
1 lb currants
2 lemons, grated and squeezed
A dash of brandy or rum to taste (optional)

Method

Pre-heat oven to 180 °C

Grease, line and cover a 9”/220 mm baking tin

Cream butter and sugar.

Gradually beat in the eggs (you may use a little of the flour to prevent
curdling)

Fold in remaining flour and add lemon juice and grated peel.

Stir in the rest of the ingredients until well mixed.
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Bake in oven for half an hour before turning heat down to 170 degrees
for further hour… maybe longer depending on your oven. If top starts
to get too brown you may cover it with grease proof paper or a butter
paper. Test by inserting a skewer – if it comes out clean the cake is done,
but if it comes out still sticky with mixture, return the cake for a few
more minutes before testing again.
 Substituting peanuts for walnuts, the ingredients for this cake cost
£7.80. This doesn’t include the cost of baking it or for decorating it, but
it would give you a very large and rich cake which would last you all
quite a few days over Christmas, so for those of you who love your fruit
cake, try this out as one of your Christmas indulgences.

Decorating

To cut down on cost, don’t use almond paste – just simply cover with
a generous layer of ordinary glacé icing.

Almond Paste/Marzipan Leaves & Berries

If you do use almond paste, make it a very thin layer and save some of
it to transform into edible decorations or petit fours.
 Cut a small amount – about 2 cm – from a ready prepared bar of
marzipan. Add a few drops of green food colouring and work in well.
Roll out, using a little icing sugar to prevent sticking and cut into holly
leaf shapes or other ‘evergreen leaf ‘ shapes – you need a cuter for holly,
but bay or ivy leaves are easier to cut by hand – a cardboard stencil might
make it easier for you or the kids if they are helping.
 Cut a smaller amount of almond paste from the bar and mix in a
few drops of red food colouring ands then divide it into tiny pieces and
roll each one in the palm of your hand to make a holly berry.
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Lay on metal tray in a warm place to dry out overnight before keeping
in an airtight container – a couple of screw-topped jars will do if you
are careful.
 Can be used to decorate your Christmas Cake with a wreath of
marzipan leaves and berries around the edge.

Almond Paste/Marzipan Petit Fours

You might need to buy an extra packet of marzipan if you decide to
make fruits which can be used to decorate cakes, served on a dish at the
end of your Christmas Dinner or tea as a delicious sweetmeat or packed
up in pretty boxes as seasonal gifts.

Divide your marzipan into four. Mix the first piece with red food
colouring, the second piece with green food colouring, the third with
orange and the fourth with yellow food colouring. (You might wish to
divide your green piece into two halves and colour some light green
and some dark.

Cut each coloured block of marzipan into as many pieces as you wish
– depending on what size you want your fruit to be – but a good size is
about 2 cm in diameter.

Roll each piece into a ball.

To make little apples, use the red and green marzipan and gently press
a clove into the top of each ball to form the stalk.

Gently roll each orange ball across the finest area of a grater and press
just the end of a clove into the top to form the little cross shape.

Use light green and yellow marzipan to form pears by gently rolling
one end of the ball so that it becomes, well, pear-shaped!
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Leave out to dry overnight.

Place in little petit fours paper cases, or simply as they are in a little
decorated box lined with a white, gold or silver paper doily and give as
lovely presents.

Alternative Christmas Cake Using Marzipan Fruits &
Leaves

Bake your Christmas Cake in a savarin ring so that it is like a little wheel,
ice with pale green icing and decorate with marzipan leaves and fruit
like a wreath.

OR if you don’t like fruit cake and/or would like a very quick and easy
change, make a chocolate Rice Krispie cake, form the mixture into a
ring on your serving plate and before it sets completely, decorate with
marzipan leaves and fruits in the same way to form a seasonal chocolate
wreath.

To Make Rice Krispie Cake Mixture

Melt 100 g unsalted butter (ordinary butter will do), 4 really heaped
tablespoons of syrup and 200 g dark chocolate broken into squares (the
40p kind from the supermarket will do) in a thick bottomed pan to
avoid sticking or burning.

Stir in 100 g cornflakes and 100 g Rice Krispies. Mix thoroughly to
make sire all the cereal is coated.

Tip out onto your serving plate and form into a ring with ample space
in the centre. It might need some time in the fridge to set completely.

Decorate as above.
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Mincemeat

Ingredients

750 g raisins
360 g currants
360 g sultanas
360 g apples
240 g chopped suet*
1 ½ tablespoonfuls mixed spice
750 g sugar
3 lemons

Method

○ Mince raisins, currants, sultanas and apples and suet.

○ Grate rind from lemons and squeeze juice.

○ Mix well.

○ Put all ingredients together in large crock and stand one month
before using

○ Any spirits or home made wines may be added in a quantity not to
make mixture too wet.

○ Mince pies should always be oval in shape to represent the manger.

*Suet may be left out – does not detract from the taste and makes recipe
vegetarian/vegan friendly.

Without the suet, this amount of mincemeat costs £7.38 to make
yourself – or £5.78 if you can find someone to give you a few apples for
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free earlier in the autumn – and it will make approx. 90 mince pies.
 Together with a batch of pastry made from a 1.5 Kg bag of
self-raising flour and 750 g margarine, the cost of 90 mince pies at their
cheapest would therefore be £7.93 as opposed to paying £21.65 for the
very cheapest mince pies available – and your home made ones would
be far superior. Think about it.

Mince Pies

Ingredients

7 oz plain flour
3 ½ oz butter, plus extra for greasing
1 oz icing sugar, plus extra for dusting
1 egg yolk
2 -3 tablespoons milk, plus extra for glazing
12 oz mincemeat

Method

Preheat the oven to 180 °F/ 350 °C/ Gas Mark 4.

Grease a 12 or 16 hole patti pan (or a 12 and 6 hole pan) with butter.

Sift the flour into a bowl.

With your fingertips, lightly rub in the butter until it resembles
breadcrumbs.

Stir in the sugar and egg yolk.

Stir in enough milk to make a soft dough, then turn it out onto a lightly
floured board and knead lightly until smooth.
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Shape the dough into a ball and roll out to a thickness of ¼ ''.

Use a fluted cutter – 2 ¾ '' in diameter -  to cut out 16 rounds and use
to line the holes in the prepared pati pan.

Half fill each pie with mincemeat.

Re-roll the pastry and cut out the same number of lids – either with
slightly smaller fluted cutter or a star, snowflake or holly leaf cutter,
depending on what you have. Brush with milk and place on the top of
each pie.

Glaze the surface with more milk and bake in the preheated oven for
15 minutes until the pastry is a pale golden colour.

Remove from the oven and leave pies to cool a little in tin before
removing onto a wire cooling tray.

Dust with icing sugar before serving.

These can be re-warmed in the oven – an extra delight is to lift off the
pie lid and place a teaspoon of rum butter on the hit mincemeat before
replacing the pastry lid.

Spicy Fruit Cup

Especially suitable for children, but delicious at any age.

Ingredients

4 pints fruit juice; mixture of apple, orange, blueberry, redcurrant, etc.
- home-made elderberry or blackberry cordial is best as it also has the
benefit of boosting your immune system and guarding against all the
seasonal colds and 'flu!
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15 cloves

2 teaspoons ground cinnamon or four cinnamon sticks

Tablespoon honey

Method

Place all the ingredients in a pan and heat but do NOT boil and simmer
for a few minutes.

Strain into a heat-resistant jug or punch bowl. Apples, oranges or
lemons can be sliced to float on top. Similarly, if they have remained
whole, the cinnamon sticks can be re-added, so long as there is no
chance of anyone accidentally swallowing a bit and choking!

Serve hot!

Mulled Wine

Ingredients

3 ½  pints of red wine
5 fl oz rum or brandy - optional
1 ½ pints water
2 lemons, thinly pared rind and juice
4 oz sugar or 1 – 2 tablespoons honey
20 cloves
3 teaspoons cinnamon powder
2 teaspoons ginger
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Method

Heat all the ingredients in a pan but do NOT allow to boil.

Simmer for ten minutes and then strain into heatproof jug or bowl.

Slice citrus fruits to float on the top.

Serve hot.

NOTE: Even when made with home made wine, this can prove to be
remarkably – and insidiously – potent!

Candied Peel

Ingredients

Save peel from breakfast grapefruits, squeezed oranges or lemons; make
sure that all the pulp is cleaned from the inside of the peels.

Boil peels anything up to three times, throwing away and covering with
fresh water in between each boiling – each boiling should last
approximately ten minutes until the peel is more or less cooked.

After discarding the third lot of boiling water, make up a syrup of ½ lb
sugar to ½ pint of water by dissolving sugar in the water over a gentle
heat before bringing to the boil – if one has a lot of peels, double or
treble the quantity of syrup.

Place the peel in a bowl and pour over the syrup. Put a saucer or plate
over the peels to hold them down in the syrup (the peels must be
submerged), then cover the whole with a cloth and leave for 24 hours.
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The process now consists of re-boiling the syrup and peels at intervals,
the strength gradually being increased as shown in the following table.

Storage: the syrup may be spooned over or into the peels as they dry.
Can then be kept in air tight container in cool dry place for 12 – 24
months.

Syrup: the syrup cannot be used for more candying or crystalising as
the acid from the fruit peels will have altered its character, but it can be

Day Sugar to add to each half pint of
syrup Soak For

1 ½ lb sugar to ½ pint water 24 Hours

2
2 oz sugar dissolved in syrup and
re-boiled – I reboil peels for up to 10
minutes each time

24 Hours

3 Ditto 24 Hours

4 Ditto 24 Hours

5 3 oz or more dissolved in syrup and
re-boiled with peel for 3 – 4 min. 48 Hours

7 Ditto 3 - 4 Days

10-11
Drain peel from syrup and put on
rack and dry slowly in a warm place
or a very cool oven.
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strained and kept in an air tight jar; used to pour over ice cream or
steamed marmalade pudding, for fruit salads.

TO COAT WITH CHOCOLATE:

Cut some of the candied half oranges into thick strips.

Melt a 100 g bar of dark chocolate in a thick bottomed pan, or in a
smaller pan over a larger pan of simmering water.

Dip each strip of candied peel into the melted chocolate until half its
length is coated, then lie on a sheet of greaseproof paper to dry.

Serve after your Christmas meal.

ALSO MAKES SUMPTUOUS GIFT – fill small screw top jar and
label/decorate appropriately or find small box. Cover in Christmas
paper – or your brown paper decorated and line with a paper doily
before filling with chocolate coated fruits. Secure box with festive
ribbon.
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Merry Midwinter: How to Rediscover the magic of the Christmas Season

Step back from the commercial jamboree and rediscover (and share) the
authentic, joyful significance, beauty, and relevance - not just of Christmas -
but the whole winter season.

Spring in Your Step

Discover and celebrate the magic of the springtime. A ‘Grannies’ patchwork
quilt’ of festive information, practical ideas, hints and tips, stories and
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The Alternative Advent Calendar: Secrets of the true spirit of Christmas

Behind each ‘Door’ in this book is a simple idea or suggestion of how you can
reach out to friends, family, community, and the natural world in the true
spirit of the season.
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Christmas Needn’t Cost!
Be kind to your pocket and the planet

~

Recycle and make much of little. With alternative advent
calendars, cards, gifts, wrapping, decorations, crackers, hats,
and activities which cost little or nothing. Topped with useful
seasonal recipes and a sumptuous Christmas dinner for four
costing less than £20.

Bring friends and family together for a fun filled festive
celebration they will never forget!

~


